Evaluation of noninvasive methods to assess wave reflection and pulse transit time from the pressure waveform alone.
Accurate quantification of pressure wave reflection requires separation of pressure in forward and backward components to calculate the reflection magnitude as the ratio of the amplitudes backward and forward pressure. To do so, measurement of aortic flow in addition to the pressure wave is mandatory, a limitation that can be overcome by replacing the unknown flow wave by an (uncalibrated) triangular estimate. Another extended application of this principle is the derivation of aortic pulse transit time from a single pulse recording. We verified these approximation techniques for reflection magnitude and transit time using carotid pressure and aortic flow waveforms measured noninvasively in the Asklepios Study (>2500 participants; 35 to 55 years of age). A triangular flow approximation using timing information from the measured aortic flow waveform yielded moderate agreement between reference and estimated reflection magnitude (R(2)=0.55). Approximating the flow by a more physiological waveform significantly improved these results (R(2)=0.74). Aortic transit time was assessed using pressure and measured or approximated flow waveforms, and results were compared with carotid-femoral transit times measured by Doppler ultrasound. Agreement between estimated and reference transit times was moderate (R(2)<0.29). Both for reflection magnitude and transit time, agreement between reference and approximated values further decreased when the approximated flow waveform was obtained using timing information from the pressure waveform. We conclude that, in our Asklepios population, results from pressure-based approximative methods to derive reflection magnitude or aortic pulse transit time differ substantially from the values obtained when using both measured pressure and flow information.